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Abstract 

Recommender systems has an important role in social networks. With the growth and 
development of social networks, this issue is becoming more and more important. 
Recommending systems try to predict the user's interests and then suggest the closest items to 
the user's tastes. Recommender systems analyze the user’s behavior and suggest the most 
appropriate items. By collecting user information, the system categorizes and summarizes 
them, allowing users to access more relevant information in less time. Recommender system 
is an intelligent system that creates appropriate suggestions for each person by discovering 
and analyzing user information. In this paper, we will investigate recommending systems in 
three sections: types of recommending systems, information confidentiality and trust in 
recommender systems. We will refer to the related works in each section, review the 
challenges of them, and present our results and evaluation on these methods. 
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1.  Introduction 

Internet is growing rapidly and has become 
an opportunity to share knowledge as well 
as create social networks. The main purpose 
of recommendation systems is to generate 
meaningful recommendations to a group of 
users who are interested in that group of 
products or items. 
Recommender systems try to guess the 
user's interests and suggest the closest and 
most suitable product to the user's tastes. 
Recommending systems, by analyzing the 
user behavior, suggest the most appropriate 
items (data, information, goods, etc.). This 
system is an approach to deal with the large 
and growing volume of information 
problems. Recommending systems offers a 
personalized offer to users who are looking 
for a specific type of information related to 
their priorities among a large amount of 
information. This system, gather users' 

behavior and movements, categorize and 
interpret them, and has made it possible for 
users to access more relevant information in 
less time [1,2]. 

2. What is a Computer Network 
Simulation technology and software are 

one of the most powerful methods and tools 
available to managers, industry engineers, 
system analysts, and so on, which enables 
them to make systems, in hands, before 
making any decision about any production 
system, service, Modeling and simulating 
them, performing or working them, and 
making necessary statistical surveys in all its 
dimensions in order to make better 
decisions, with the goal of reducing costs 
and increasing profit (or efficiency). Using 
simulation, a wide range of dynamic 
(dynamic) issues can be analyzed in the 
areas of manufacturing, support, and 
services.  
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The simulation allows for modeling the 
flow of materials and goods, human 
resources and information in the 
organization, and analyzing and analyzing 
the system by simulating and adjusting 
different scenarios, 3D animations, and ... It 
was concerned with potential improvements. 

3. Simulation 

In this section some technical approaches 
that can reduce the risks of confidentiality 
and facilitate the realization of 
confidentiality are provided. 

These techniques are not a sufficient 
condition for controlling the privacy risks of 
recommender systems, but these 
technologies should be used as a necessary 
condition in the design of user-friendly 
systems that also take into account the legal 
aspects as enhanced privacy protections. 

Define users by nicknames 

In recommender systems, it is possible for 
users to be anonymous and at the same time 
receive all personalization facilities. In an 
infrastructure with changing identity of 
users, that supports personalization, users 
tend to have the following capabilities 
(using a set of terms [5, 6]): 

1- Unidentifiable: Neither the system nor 
third parties should be able to identify 
users with nicknames. 

2- Linkable for the personalized system: The 
recommender system should be able to link 
each interaction to a specific user. 

3-  Unlinkable for third parties: A third party 
is not allowed to link the two stages of a 
user's interaction. 

4- Unobservable:  A third party cannot 
detect that a recommender system is being 
used by a given user. 

Client-side personalization 

Some researchers [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] worked on 
recommendation systems in which user data 
is deployed on the client side instead of on 
the server side. In addition, all 
personalization processes that depend on 
this data are performed only on the client 
side. In terms of confidentiality, this 
approach has two main advantages: 
1-The size of the privacy issue becomes 
smaller because a small amount of users' 
personal data will be stored on the server. In 
fact, if a website with user-side 
personalization does not have control over 
the data intended to identify users with 
acceptable intentions, this will generally not 
be subject to the rules of confidentiality. 
2- If personalization is done on locally 
stored data instead of using it remotely, 
users may want to share their information. 
The reason is that they know they have more 
control over their local physical 
environment. 

 However, client-side personalization has 
some challenges: 

1- Conventional methods of user modeling 
and personalization, such as participatory 
modification that relies on the analysis of 
data from the entire user population, 
cannot be used or must be fundamentally 
redesigned. 

2- Customization processes must also be 
performed on the client side, as temporary 
and partial transfer of personal data to the 
server is likely to negate the benefits of 
client-side personalization. But the 
program code used for personalization often 
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includes confidential business rules and 
methods, and precautions should be taken 
to avoid reverse-engineered disclosure. For 
this purpose, reliable computing platforms 
similar to those described by Kuroama and 
Langrinrich must be developed to ensure 
the integrity of their client-side set of 
private data [12, 13]. 

If these disadvantages do not pose a 
problem in a particular application area, the 
web-based consulting system designer 
should choose the client-side personalization 
as soon as the appropriate tools are 
provided. This, takes a big approach to data 
minimization and possibly increases user 
reliability. 

Introducing four strategies to deal with 
privacy threats 

Recommender systems gather a large 
amount of information about their users to 
find rules that allow future recommendations. 
Without confidentiality techniques, such 
databases may not always be reliable and 
may be an attractive target for unauthorized 
access. Client side personalization is not the 
solution to these privacy attacks. Here are 
some strategies to cope these risks: 

1- Distribution 
One possible strategy for better protection 

of individual data is to avoid using a central 
database that contains all users’ data. 
Distributed clusters that contain only the 
information of some users can be used for 
this purpose. Distribution can also improve 
the performance and availability of the 
recommender system. In the Yenta system 
[14], for example, this method has improved 
the issue of confidentiality of information. 
PocketLens Distributed Collaborative 
Algorithm has gone a step further in 
avoiding data disclosure. 

2- Aggregation of encrypted data 
  Kenny [15, 16] has proposed the use of a 

secure multidimensional computational 
model that, using homomorphic coding and 
P2P communications, allows users to 
confidentially maintain their private ratings 
and allows a community of such users to 
calculate the composition of their private 
information without disclosing. 

  For the future works, it will be possible to 
generate recommendation systems through 
the user's own rating on the client side. This 
method is prone to statistical vulnerabilities. 
The PocketLens system [17] also allows a 
community of users to calculate a similarity 
model without revealing their rates. 

3- Perturbation 
In this approach, user rates are provided to 

a central server that runs the entire 
algorithm. But these rates are changed 
before being assigned to the server, so that 
the real values of the rates are hidden from 
the server. Plott and Dow [18, 19] showed 
that by adding random numbers to user 
rates, acceptable recommendations can be 
result. If the number of items and users 
increases and also the standard deviation of 
the perturbation function decreases (the 
latter explicitly reduces confidentiality) then 
the quality of recommendation based on 
confusing data improves. 

4- Obfuscation 
In this approach, proposed by Berkowski 

et al., a certain percentage of user rates are 
replaced with different values before being 
presented to the central server to run the 
algorithm. It is assumed that users are free 
to choose the part of their data that should 
be ambiguous and to be able to deny the 
correctness of their exposing part of data. 
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4. Network Simulator 

Some research [20, 21] has shown in 
the initial interactions of the user with 
the system, the number of rates is zero 
or low and similarity-based algorithms 
are not able to produce quality 
suggestions. Therefore using the trust 
network which each user has, can be a 
good alternative in early interactions 
with the user (in case of cold start 
problems and dispersion of the item / 
user matrix). 
 Therefore, it can be concluded that the 
discussion of trust in the design and 
construction of recommending systems 
can be used in three positions: 
1- To give weight to users and assign 

higher weight to users who trust the 
same opinions. 

2- Use in participatory refinement 
algorithm along with calculating 
similarity between users. 

3- In sorting and refining user feedback 
and suggesting it to the user, using 
trust to prioritize trusted users. 
Trust definition  

Trust is generally a complex concept. There 
are many factors involved in trust, including 
personal background, activity background, 
similarity, credibility, and position. 
According to sociologists, trust is associated 
with belief and commitment. 
In the recommending systems literature, the 
trust scale is used to measure the similarity 
of people's opinions to each other. 
Definitions of trust are placed in several 
categories, and it is not easy to provide a 
constant definition. Some researchers tried 
to give some computational form of trust 
and for this purpose, both the social and 
technical aspects were considered [22]. In 
recent years, some research has used trust in 
improving the quality of recommendations 

in recommender systems. In [25], trust 
relationships are modeled automatically 
from rates of users. Some other researches 
has used communication between users to 
model the trust.  
Paolo Massa and Bobby Mucharji [23] have 
built a model of trust directly from the data 
of the Epinen.com website. In this study, 
based on the degree to which visitors have 
been found useful and reliable in the past, 
they are assigned a trust score. In a similar 
work on Epineen.com [24] data, a trust-
aware recommendation architecture has 
been proposed that relies on a network of 
trust in which a user can trust other users in 
the system.Traditional participatory refining 
systems have relied on similarities between 
user rating profiles as a way of scoring the 
predictive share of different profiles. But 
research has shown that profile similarity 
alone may not be enough, and also other 
factors have impact. "Trust" is defined as 
the degree to which a person trusts a 
particular profile when predicting a score. 
However, as trust-based data usually has a 
level of confidentiality, therefore evaluating 
trust-based systems is a challenging 
problem. On the other hand, there are very 
few databases available to most researchers. 
Another problem with trust-based systems is 
the complexity of their algorithms, as well 
as the modeling of trust and weight 
dispreading are time consuming. However, 
trust is a new topic in research that has 
many challenges and a lot of research needs 
to be done to address the relevant topics. 
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Conclusion 
This article reviews and compares the tools 

and simulators of the network. The research 
shows that this kind of simulator is due to 
network control to determine whether the 
network is capable of working in real time 
or not and has the capacity to reduce the 
time and cost required to test the 
functionality of the network. In this paper, 
we tried to compare and compare tabular 
characteristics and application of the 23 
common simulators. Since the use of a 
network simulator can be effective in the 
performance of a project and other 
important issues in a laboratory research, 
depending on the specific characteristics of 
each simulator, the use of each of its types 
can vary depending on the application. 
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